Fill in the blanks.

1. The apples ........................................ I bought yesterday were very good.

Please select 2 correct answers

which
that
what

2. The weather ................................. fine we went for a swim.

is
being
been
3. If he had worked hard, he would not fail the test.

- would not fail
- would not have failed
- will not fail

4. The more you read, the more knowledge you gain.

- the more knowledge you gain
- you gain more knowledge
- more knowledge you gain

5. As she is suffering from arthritis, she cannot climb stairs.

- As
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6. ………………………… you are honest, I will trust you.

Since

Whereas

Though

7. ………………………… the cop, the thief ran away.

Seeing

Seen

Having seen
8. She is …………………………… to lift the box.

- enough strong
- strong enough
- too strong

9. Petrol as well as natural gas ………………………………… by India.

- are
- is

Either could be used here

10. He is ………………………………… ill that the doctors do not expect him to recover.

- too
11. After she ........................................ her homework, she went out to play.

12. The boy ................................. watch had been stolen complained to the police.
Answers

The apples which/that I bought yesterday were very good.
The weather being fine we went for a swim.
If he had worked hard, he would not have failed the test.
The more you read, the more knowledge you gain.
As she is suffering from arthritis, she cannot climb stairs.
Since you are honest, I will trust you.
Seeing the cop, the thief ran away.
She is strong enough to lift the box.
Petrol as well as natural gas is imported by India.
He is so ill that the doctors do not expect him to recover.
After she had done her homework, she went out to play.
The boy whose watch had been stolen complained to the police.